
Ozone is an unstable gas comprising of three oxygen atoms, the gas will readily degrade back to oxygen. 

Ozone can kill harmful viruses or bacteria in air and water, detoxify, and keep food fresh. Ozone can 

make activate cells. Ozone can go through inside of food and completely kill bacteria.  

Removing fishy smell , Keep food fresh ,  
and detoxify vegetables, seafood and meat  
 Ozone can clean in surface of vegetables, 

seafood and meat. Ozone’s fast oxidation can re-

duce chemicals, and parasites is eggs. Ozone can 

reduce odors meat. Ozone can reduce meat purifi-

cation. 

Kill virus and bacteria in living rooms, bath 

rooms , Hotels, restaurants and hospitals.   

 Supersonic Ozonizer can get rid of smoking 

smells , dust in the air, and  kill mold( fungus) and 

bacteria. Supersonic ozone cleaner decomposes 

harmful materials in the air. Supersonic Ozonier  

can keep in the air and good smells. After using  

Supersonic Ozonizer, babies and children can  

decrease allergy and illness, such as flu. After 

cleaning, there are many dusts inside the room. 

Supersonic Ozonizer  can clean , take away smell in 

the room. 

Get rid of bad smells in the refrigerator and fishy 

odors. Gets rid of bathrooms and Kitchen odors  

 Improve and get rid of ammonia smells in 

the bathrooms, smoke and fishy smell in the  

kitchen. Supersonic Ozonizer remove odors. 

Sterilizing silverwares and clothes  

 Our silverwares, kitchenware, mops and clothes 

usually leaves mirror detergents due to difficulty to wash 

completely. Ozone has ability kills bacteria and decompose 

detergent. 

Make your skin white and beautiful  

Regular water contains unwanted materials and chemical 

that danger skin. Using water with Ozone to take showers 

and wash your faces can improve aging skin and reduce 

pigmentation. Also it can also clean up our face to reduce 

infection by bacteria then prevent acne, freckles, and age 

spots.  

Killing bacteria and odors of pets and trash 

 Using supersonic Ozonizer can improve odors in 

the air cause by pets i.e. body air, excrement etc. Using 

Supersonic Ozonizer around trash areas can reduce fliers, 

bugs and cockroaches. Supersonic Ozonizer not only  

remove trash odors but also kills bacteria causing odors.  

Gets rid of smells and fungus from the closet and shoe 

cabinet   

Supersonic Ozonizer remove orders from shoes and also 

kills bacteria to prevent athlete's foot disease. Supersonic 

Ozonizer kills and clean clothes spots and dusty smells. 

Supersonic Ozonizer can clean up aquarium box water, kill-

ing bacteria and remove fishy smells. Using Supersonic 

ozone cleaner can make fishes in the aquarium box  

healthier .   
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